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Abstract

It is an undeniable fact that the entire magnificence of the religion and to act

upon its commandments depends only upon the acceptance of Wahi (Revelation).

Orientalists and Western writers feeling the extraordinary importance of revelation in

Islam, likewise other aspects of Islam, have made it the target of their prejudiced

criticism. Though they have been present different conceptions in the different periods

but they have unanimously been opined that the prophet of Islam had no external

source of revelation. In this article it is concluded that revelation is the very need of

humanity and it also can not be denied rationally. Revelation came to the prophets in

an extraordinary protected and guarded way. So to say that they may be incorrect in

its interpretation is totally wrong. Revelation is not a natural ability but reveals upon

he prophet externally. This fact is not only verified by the revealed books but also

conceivable by reason. Why not the orientalists, denying Prophet Muhammad's

revelation, think, that he is not the first and alone in this regard, it has also been

revealed upon Moses and Jesus etc, prophets of their own! To ignore this fact clearly

proves that they are not but prejudiced in their thesis.
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 **
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 (2)  (1) 

 


  The necessity of Divine Revelation is a pure theological

figment utterly opposed to reason   (3). 




  Reason and experience forbid the expectations that we

can acquire any knowledge otherwise than through natural

channels. To complain that we do not know all that we desire to

know is foolish and unreasonable   (4). 
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 Inspiration, in this Christian Sense, is not to be conceived

as one of external impartation and reception. It is rather that man

or women whom God raised up and providentially qualified to do

this work, spoke and wrote the words of God when inspired, not

as from without but as from within, and that not passively but in

the most conscious possession and the most exalted exercise of

their own powers of intellect, emotion and will   (6)







 




 (Inspire)  

 



 (7) 
"The Bible, as a whole is called 'the word of God'. This

conception of revelation, however, is modified by the fact that

Christians regard the life and activity of Jesus as revelatory. Indeed

Jesus is also called 'the word of God',. Where this point of is given

weight, the previous conception of revelation is felt to be verbal

and mechanical, and is partly abandoned" (8). 




(Words of 
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 God)


The word  

 The Word of God  of God

 J o h n  M  a c q u a r r i e 
:  (Barth) 

"The main trend in recent Christian thought is to regard

revelation as an activity of God. In revelation God is reveling

himself, and there fore revelation when it has the form of

language, has to be understood as God's act "(9). 

 L. S. Thornton 
: 

"... revelation has to be conceived as a mode of divine

activity by which the Creator communicates himself to man and,

by so doing, evokes man's response and cooperation." (10). 




" ... the words quoted above of Christianity could be used

exactly of Islamic revelation." (11). 
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 Erich W. Bethmann 
: 

"The Bible is God's word in the sense that it presents to us

divine truth in human form, divine truth in earthen vessels.

Rightly understood, this very humanity of the Bible is a proof of its 

divinity." (12)









Islamic 

 revelation in Modern world


"...Since, even if they are authentic, they do not prove that

Muhammad really received messaged from God; similarly, if they

are not authentic, their absence does not prove that he did not

receive such messages." (13). 



 


 messages from God 
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 receive such messages 




 


 On Heroes and Heroworship Thomas carlyle 






(14) 



  (Grotious)  (Pococke) 


 (15) 

(16) 
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(17) 



 
"There where periods at which the excitement took the

shape of a trance or vision. Of these we know but little. Some

Christian Writers have connected them with the symptoms noticed

in his childhood. Such swoons or reveries are said sometimes to

have preceded "The decent of inspiration" even later life. " (18). 





"At the moment of inspiration ...anxiety pressed upon the

prophet, and his countenance became troubled. Sweat dropped

from his forehead, and he would fall to the ground as in a trance." (19). 


 

 
" San Pedro and other orientalists of the Middle Ages and

later have asserted that the prophet was an epileptic or possessed
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by demons, in an attempt to explain the divine revelations. Much

more  re cently Rodinson dubbed i t  as  audi tory v is ual

hallucination." (20)





 (22)  (21) 





 




".. .a new religion cannot come into being without a

sufficient motive. In the experience of Muhammad and his early

followers there must have been some need which was satisfied by

the practices and doctrines of the embryonic religion. "(23) 

collective 
:  unconscious

".. . most religious ideas emerge from the collective

unconscious into consciousness, and most religious practice is the

conscious response to there ideas." (24). 
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 collective unconscious 
 (25) 



 

 

"To say that Muhammad was sincere does not imply that he

was correct in his beliefs. A man may be sincere but mistaken...

What seems to man to come from outside himself, may actually

come from his unconscious." (26) 
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(39) 




 1775  1815  (Mesmer)   

 


  (James Braid) 
 (Hypnatism) 







 (40) 
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"The charge had been made by a Byzantine writer long

before such a hypothesis seems gratuitous and can safely be

ascribed to anti-Mohammedan prejudice.  "(52)





"Muhammad was a man whose common sense never failed

him. Those who deny his mental and psychic stability do so only

by ignoring the overwhelming evidence of his shrewd appraisal of

others and of the significance of what was going on the world of

his time and his persistence in the face of constant opposition until

he united his people in the religion of Islam. Had he ever collapsed

in the strain of battle or controversy, or fainted away when strong

action was called for, a case might be made out. But all the

evidence we have points in the opposite direction and the

suggestion of epilepsy is as groundless in the eyes of the present

writer as it is offensive to all Muslims."(53)


 


"The epilepsy, or falling sickness of Muhammad, is asserted

by Theophanes, Zonaras and the rest of the Greeks; and is greedily
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swallowed by the gross bigotry of Hottinger ,...Prideaux... and

Maracci...."(54)

     

 , 
: 

"His epileptic fits and absurd calumny of the Greeks would

be an object of pity rather than abhorrence." (55)

 Rom Landau


"The allegation that his periods of revelation were, in

reality, epileptic seizures is palpably false; for in such an attack the

victim is never coherent enough to voice passages as complex or as

intellectually profound as are so many that form the Quran. The

sincerity with which he undertook his task, the complete faith that

his followers had in his revelations and the test of centuries make

it unlikely that Muhammad was guilty of any kind of deliberate

deception." (56)






 (57) 
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 (58) 


" ...most modern writers, as opposed to those of the last

generation are of this opinion. To base such a theory on a legend

which on the face of it has no historical foundation is a sin against

historicalcriticism." (59) 
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